Download Author
Author definition is - the writer of a literary work (such as a book). How to use author in a sentence.An author is
the creator or originator of any written work such as a book or play, and is also considered a writer.More
broadly defined, an author is "the person who originated or gave existence to anything" and whose authorship
determines responsibility for what was created.Author definition, a person who writes a novel, poem, essay,
etc.; the composer of a literary work, as distinguished from a compiler, translator, editor, or copyist ...Usage
Note: The verb author has been criticized for its transitive use as an unnecessary or pretentious synonym of
write, though note that it typically refers to the writing of material that has been published—and not to
unpublished texts such as love letters or diaries. So the two words are not exact synonyms. The Usage Panel has
tended to sympathize with the traditional view, but this ...Author, one who is the source of some form of
intellectual or creative work; especially, one who composes a book, article, poem, play, or other literary work
intended for publication.Usually a distinction is made between an author and others (such as a compiler, an
editor, or a translator) who assemble, organize, or manipulate literary materials.Synonyms for author at
Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for author.39
synonyms of author from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 97 related words, definitions, and antonyms.
Find another word for author.Reach More Readers. At Author Central, you can share the most up-to-date
information about yourself and your works with millions of readers. Learn moreDirected by Arthur Hiller. With
Al Pacino, Dyan Cannon, Tuesday Weld, Bob Dishy. While facing the stress of his play being produced on
Broadway, a playwright deals with having to raise his son, his stepdaughters, and his stepsons.Author! Author!
is a 1982 American comedy-drama film directed by Arthur Hiller, written by Israel Horovitz, and starring Al
Pacino, Dyan Cannon and Tuesday Weld.The film, which is loosely autobiographical, concerns a Broadway
playwright who strives to solve his family and relationship troubles while trying to get a new play into
production., Author.
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